H-Net Reviews for June 38 - July 5, 2021

Discussion published by H-Net Reviews on Tuesday, July 6, 2021

The following reviews were posted to the H-Net Commons between 28 Jun 2021 and 05 Jul 2021.

Reviewed for H-Poland by Bryan Kozik:

Reviewed for H-LatAm by Caroline Dodds Pennock:

Reviewed for H-Environment by Melissa Morris:
Buy from Amazon - https://www.amazon.com/dp/0822945622?tag=hnetreviews-20&linkCode=osi&th=1&psc=1

Reviewed for H-Environment by Harold Bérubé:

Reviewed for H-LatAm by María de los Ángeles Picone:
Reviewed for H-LatAm by Sophie Brockmann:


Reviewed for H-Environment by Bethany J. McGlyn:


Reviewed for H-TGS by Michael Belding:


Reviewed for Jhistory by Eric Walls:


Reviewed for H-Early-America by Lauren MacDonald:


Reviewed for H-Diplo by Wilson Miscamble:


Reviewed for H-LatAm by Corinna Zeltsman:


Reviewed for H-Environment by Jessica P. Clark:


Reviewed for H-Environment by Krista Hiser:


Reviewed for H-LatAm by Denisa Jashari:


Reviewed for H-History-and-Theory by Joel Wendland-Liu:


Reviewed for H-History-and-Theory by Kyu-hyun Jo:

Kushner, Barak; Muminov, Sherzod, eds. *Overcoming Empire in Post-Imperial East Asia: Repatriation, Redress and Rebuilding*. SOAS Studies in Modern and Contemporary Japan. London: Bloomsbury
Buy from Amazon - https://www.amazon.com/dp/1350127051?tag=hnetreviews-20&linkCode=osi&th=1&psc=1

Reviewed for H-Buddhism by Kati Fitzgerald:
Buy from Amazon - https://www.amazon.com/dp/1438472552?tag=hnetreviews-20&linkCode=osi&th=1&psc=1

Reviewed for H-War by Brian Kerg:
Buy from Amazon - https://www.amazon.com/dp/1612518958?tag=hnetreviews-20&linkCode=osi&th=1&psc=1

Reviewed for H-Italy by Brian Griffith:

Reviewed for H-Italy by Donato Verardi:
Buy from Amazon - https://www.amazon.com/dp/8894241645?tag=hnetreviews-20&linkCode=osi&th=1&psc=1

--